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11. Introduction
There is a conspicuous difference of opinion in the
technical literature concerning the origin of the lunar
craters; no less than four different hypotheses -- the
bubble hypotheses, the tidal hypothesis, the volcanic
hypothesis, and the impact hypothesis, as well as a nu,a-
ber of combinations of the volcanic hypothesis with the
others -- are represented, without a generally accepted
decision having been made thus far with regard to them.
However, the problem cannot be unsolvable. If we
know the structural sequence of the lunar seas, crater
seas, circular mountain ranges, craters with and with-
out central peaks, crater chains, ridges, valleys, rilles,-
ray systems, etc., to the extent that their regular in-
terrelationship is evident in the face of occasional
irregularities, then it must be possible to make an ob-
jective decision at least about which of the hypotheses
is the most probable. And we have reached this point
long ago, thanks to the marvelously clear shadows on the
atmosphere-less moon. Under favorable conditions, we can
discern objects down to a diameter of 50 m as small points.
By further increasing the optical magnification, we would
be able to discover a multitude of small formations, but
little or nothing would be gained toward the knowledge of
the significant major features with whose explanation we
are concerned, since this would probably only cause the
irregularities to be more apparent. We know these large
features on the visible half of the moon far better than
those of our earth, as shown by the works of Ebert, Mainka,
Franz, et al., and, according to Lar.derer's work on the
polarization angle of the lunar rocks, which is well
supported by Ebert's experiment with the glass block, we
also have well founded opinions about the nature of the
rocks that cmpose the lunar crust and yield the material
for these features.
In the following sections, we propose to test the
above four hypotheses on the basis of nsw criteria bor-
rowed form geophysics, in which systematic experiments
with impact craters performed by the author during the
winter 1918/19 will play a decisive role. For purposes
of orientation, let us indicate in advance that the bubble
hypothesis and the tide hypothesis will turn out to be
obviously erroneous conclusions, and that the volcanic hy-
pothesis, too, will be shown to be untenable, whereas over-
whelming proof of the correctness of the impact hypothesis
can be provided.
V
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Critique of the Bubble Ilypotheai s
In recent times, the bubble hypothesis has been re-
presented principally by F. Sacco'. He refers to Se-cchi,
R. Hook, J. Bergeron, A. St. Claire, Humphreys, and Pu.seux
as being earlier proponents of this hypothesis. Paul Leh-
mann, G. Dahmer, and others should also be named. Individ-
ually, the theories of these authors may diverge, but they
have in common the basic idea that the circular mountains
originated as the traces of large, burst bubbles in the
firy, viscous magma. R. Hooke, Poulett Scrope, Bergeron,
Stewart, Harrison, DeBeaumont, Gorini, St. Meunier, F. Sacco,
G. Dahmer, and others have elucidated ana attempted to sup,-
port this concept through experiments. "They allowed var-
ious doughy substances such as plaster, chalk, sulfur, wax,
and clay to become cold and let bubbles emerge through the
hardening mass." The bubbles were occasionally produced by
introducing air, but mostly by boiling the viscous material.
In an investigation of these experiments that I undertook,
however, it was shown, as had been confirmed by the photo-
graphs published by Dahmer 2 , that the similarity between
the small circular mounds thus obtained and those on the
moon is quite superficial and does not extend to the char-
acteristic numerical ratios of the crater profiles developed
by Ebert.
It can easily be demonstrated that this bubble hypo-
thesis is based on a false conclusion, although we must go
a bit further_ to show this. In translating experimeni.s into
cosmic dimensions, one must consider whether he is dealing
with molecular forces or gravitational forces, since the
relationship between the two is completely reversed in the
translation. In the laboratory, we work principally with
molecular forces -- aside from the gravity that generally
appears only as interference. To demonstrate the gravita-
tional force even qualitatively, we must use extremely sen-
sitive instruments. In space it is quite different, for
the molecular forces do not increase when a body grows into
a cosmic body, whereas the gravitational forces do. In as-
tronomy, therefore, the molecular forces of magnetism, elec-
tricity, resistance, etc., are overshadowed by the gravita^_-L
tional force to such an extent that, before the introduction
of spectral analysis, space physics consisted essentially of
the one Newtonian law of gravity. The following example ma).^,
serve as an illustration: Quartz is known to crystallize in
hexagonal prisms. The molecular forces determine the shape,
while the gravity of the crystal itself does not noticeable
distrub its growth process. If, however, we conceive of ^A
quartz crystal of the size of the earth in space left to it-
self, its own gravitational force would cause such great
pressure differences and stresses in the various parts of the
crystal as a result of the great deviation from the sph ri-
cal sha2e that its tensile strength would be exceeded; it
_F. Sacco, "Selenology", Article in Handworterbuch Na'.:ur-
wissenschaften, Vol.9, p.7, Jena 1913.
2 G. Dahmer, The Features of the Lunar Surface, Neues Jahr°b.
f M'G 1	 P l c t 1911. in., eo	 u. a a on	 , I, p.89-113. See also
ibid., 1912, II, p.42-44.
. 
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would burst, the protruding parts would slide closer to
the center, or they would be leveled by the continuous
flow of the particles, and the whole thing would reshcape
itself independently into a sphere, The spherical shape
of the heavenly bodies thus indicates the victory of the
gravitational forces over the molecular forces. Meteor-
ites, and even the smallest planetary moons and the as-
teroids are small enough to resist this leveling gravi-
tational force. The moon and the earth are subject to
it, and only the mountains demonstrate to what extent the
molecular forces can still assert themselves. The fact
that the lunar mountains are steeper anti higher than the
terrestrial ones' is probably due not only to the lack of
erosion byt particular',y to the lunar gravity being only
a sixth of that of the earth'.
These observations indicate that we can translate only
those laboratory experiments into cosmic dimensions which
are based on gravitational rather than molecular farces.
However, bubble formation is essentially a function of the
molecular force of the surface tension. Depending on the
amount of the latter., it is possible to produce bubbles of
various magnitudes within certain limits. On the moon, too,
there cannot now be nor could there ever have been larger
bubbles. Expressing this idea just once is probably enough
to pull the rug out form under the bubble hypothesis once
and for all. Anyone who explains the enormous lunar for-
mations of several hundred kilometer diameters as burst
bubbles draws as monstrously false a conclusion as he who
tries to attribute the floating of ocean steamers to the
surface tension of the water by making an analogy to the
swimming of small water fleas anO pond skaters or the
floating of a needly.
3. Critique of the Tidal Hypothesis
The tidal hypothesis was represented by Faye, H. Ebert,
and Hannay, among others, as well as by Scheiner in his pop-
ular Astrophysics (p.493, Leipzig and Berlin, 3.908) as being
the most likely one.:; - Ebert formulates it as follows3:
'Madler found 6 peaks of 6000 to 7000m, 21 of 5000 to 6000,
82 of 4000 to 500m among 1095 altitude measurements.
2 It is not uninteresting that Gruithuisen, among several in-
consistencies, did very clearly express the basic idea in his
"Selections for Earth and Space Science" (Vol.2,p.48,Munich
1828): "We are dealing here with entirely solid masses; only
the effect of gravity overcomes their solidity, the more so the
larger the mass that is impacting the moon, so that the total
cohesiveness has an inverse ratio to the mass of the foreign
body; speaking figuratively, the masses of the other bcdies in
the universe will behave more like dough or soft clay the lar-
ger they are, so that even if the moon has always been as co-
hesive as it now is, its nearly perfect sperical shape could
still be accounted for."
3 H. Ebert, "An Experimental Lecture form the Field of Phy-
sical Geography" (Formation of the Mud Volcanos and th:! Lu-
nar Ring Mountains), Ann d. Phys. u. Chem. N.F. 41 (277),
F
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"If we think of a red-hot, liquid body subjected to
cooling by radiation from all sides, then hardened clods
will gradually form on its surface that will float in the
still-liquid magma.	 In the case of the moon, the attrac-
tion of the earth was added to this, which produced a
great tidal wave of the liquid components; if the moor
continued to rotate under this tidal wave, than the liquid
magma was alternately raised andlowered in every part of
its surface; it rose up over the solid clods in every tide,
flooded them, and then retreated as it began to ebb, and
repeated the performance again during the nsxt tide."
By means of an interesting experiment, which was also
applicable to the origin or mud volcanoes, Ebert has shown
that in such a periodic welling up of the lava, round cra-
ter forms actually are produced in holes in the surface
crust that have a very similar appearance to lunar craters.
He used Wood's meal alloys (melting point 68 0 ) which were
kept. liquid by means of circulating hot water vapor but
solidified at the surface in an open vessel.
	 The fluid
state could be changed periodically by pulling the plunger
of a pump. The floor of the craters thus obtained was gen-
erally lower than the level of the environment; in a few
cases, that correspond to the filled lunar crater Wargentin,
solidification took place in the phase in which the highest
degree of melting was attained. The circular wall had an
average inner gradient of 34 0 and an outer one of 5 0 . Con-
cerning the occasional development of a central peak, which,
in fact, occurs only as one among several different deforma-
tions of the crater fl000r, Ebert states: 	 "If the entire
floor of the depression has solidified and there is only a
canal that provides free passage in the center, the magma 	 7
will still flow up into a small central cone which rises
more or less steeply, but never as high as the rim." In any
case, the experiments show that as the magma rises and falls
in holes, which may not even have been round initially,  for-
mations are obtained that share a great number of character-
istics with the lunar craters.
However, the concept of tides of the liquid magma as
identified  by the periodically changed level of the latter
in the holes of the outer, solidified, rocky crust cannot be
supported, since it would pi-esuppose a completely rigid crust
which would retain its shape despite the tidal wave below it.
And this is impossible.	 On earth, the floating or isostasy
of the solid crust has long been know.	 If the latter is
strained, e.g., by inland ice, it sinks, even if only slowly,
until the pressure balance - the isostasy - is re-established,
just as the ice cover on water sinks when it is exposed to
stress. After the inland ice has melted, the sandy terraces
formed under stress are raised up again and show (e.g., as at
present in Canada and Scandinavia) that these areas were pre-
viously depressed by 500 or 200 m. On the moon, too, we
shall have to assume that the crust floats on its substratum,
or at least that it did float at a time when the substratum
was still liquid.	 Ebert's experiment works only in containers
M MOM_
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to whose wall the surface crust adheres, but would fail
even in the case of a 500-m-diameter lake. Accordingly,
the lunar crust must, of course, have been fully exposed
to the tidal variations of the red-hot substratum. The
above assumption by Ebert is just as impossible as the
assumption that one could measue the tides 'in the North
Sea on the basis of the floating ice.
On the other hand, the attemp was made to use Ebert's
experiment to explain lunar craters in spite of this, by
assuming that the rise and fall of the magma in the holes
had other causes, such as, for example, repeated gas erup-
tions or other volcanic phenomena.	 Thus the explanation
would become purely volcanic; we shall return to this in
the next section.
4.	 Critique of the Volcanic Hypothesisothesi
The volcanic theory, represented by numerous geolo-
gists such as Alexander V. Humboldt, Leopold v. Buch,
Dana, Eduard Suess, Branca G. Tschermak, S. Gunther, Stu-
bel, v. Wolff, and also by many astronomers, such as Mad-
ler, Schroter, Nasmyth, and Carpenter, requires a more
thorough critique than the preceding two hypothesis.
According to it, the lunar craters are volcanoes; those
with central peaks correspond to the form 0 Vesuvius,
whose younger central cone is surrounded by the older
Monte Somma.	 'The flat, circular plains are generally com-
pared with the lava seas, e.g., of Kilauea, or with the
Italian crater seas of the Eifel maria. Wolff, for ex-
ample, compares the lunar maria with terrestrial, area of
fissure eruptions,-	 "The floor of the lur,a seas is thus the
result of' area or linear eruptions which have flooded and
covered an existing feature with lava flows." 1 , which, of
course, leaves unexplained the large mountain chains that
partia'ily surround the maria.	 In his interpretation of the
lunar surface, being duce to volcanic processes, E. Suess
starts out in the opposite direction from the maria and,
in this way, too, arrives at a theory that deviates con-
siderably from terrestrial volcanoes in the case of the
actual lunar craters.	 He describes the development of
the lunar surface in the following words:'
"The temperatue of the great mass, however, is by no
mean. entirely uniform. At some point it rises, again opens
up the scoriaceous crust, and from that point onward, the
new melt extends in all directionsons over hundreds of kilo-
meters. The form of the hearth is that of a spherical seg-
ment; its circumference is a circle. 	 Finally, the process
nears the end; the temperature of the surface is lower at
the rims of the hearth; the slag is no longer completely con-
sumed but is pu shed outward like a moraine. Now everything
I v. ^Wolff !—Der Vulkanisinus (Volcanism), I. Stuttgart 1914.
'E. Suess, Einige Bemerkungen Uber den Mond (A few comments
0
bout tie moon .	 Sitzungsber. d. k. Akad. d. Sissehnsch. zuien (1
	 104,	 1-54 (1895).	 See alas
	 bid. (1) 116, 1355-1361
(1907) as well as Antlitz der Erde ("ace of the earth)III(2),
p.627.
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hardens. What remains is a broad, level plane, circularly
surrounded by a formation having wild outlines, a slag wall
which may have an inward drop of many thousands of feet to-
ward the now solidifying plain.	 Such are, for example, the
mighty slag formations that surround Mare Imbrium named the
Apennines, the Alps, etc." As has been mentioned, Suess
also tries to explain the crater seas and the larger circu-
lar plains in this manner, but runs into the problem of
being unable to apply this explanation to smaller formations
and having to resort to the usual volcanic theory. 	 As appeal-
ing as his description may be, one can object to his explana-
tion of the lunar maria on the basis that the great basalt
flows on earth have never pushed up such slag formations in
moraine-like .Ayle and deposited them at the edge, and that
this process would also be hard to explain since the fusing
factor necessary for moraine deposition is entirely lacking
here.
It should be mentioned at this point that the volcanic
hypothesis is amenable to numerous modifications and has
undergone a great many. The Ebert experiments mentioned
earlier resulted in one such modification. 	 But as soon as
we depart form the comparl son with typical terrestrial vol-,
canic formations, we enter the limitless region of pure
speculation which can neither be proved nor demonstrated,
since the assumed processes are not within the realm of ex-
perience. We beliEve that we can set aside such attempts at
explanation in this study since, as will be shown, an en-
tirely satisfactory explanation is available in the impact
theory, whose rationale can be controlled by experience.
We shall therefore limit ourselves to a comparison of the
lunar craters with typical terrestrial volcanoes.
A somewhat closer comparison of the features immedi-
ately leads to grave doubts about the volcanic hypothesis.
The similarity of shapes is entirely superficial. 	 The ncr-
mal type of terrestrial volcano -- and it is this rather
than the rare deviations which counts -- is a steep coni-
cal mountain with a small crater openping at the tip; the
crater floor is always high above the level of the surround-
ing terrain.	 Read, for example, the instructive analysis by
J. Schmidt (Der Mond (the moon), p.103, Leipzig 1856) or `^y
v. Wolff (Der Vulkanismus (Vulcanism) I, p.450, Stuttgart
1914). According to Schmidt, for instance, Mt. Etna has a
height above sea level of 3274 m, a crater opening of 485 m,
and a crater depth of 105 m. This is by far the most pre-
valent form. Many other forms do occur in addition to these
which have been designated as shield volcanos, collapse cald-
rons, ramparts, domes, etc., and some of which have shapes
that are more comparable to lunar craters. 	 But it is just
those most easily comparable flat shapes, like the Eifel
maris or the Italian crater seas, that are the products of
lengthy weathering and erosion, which we cannot assume to
exist on the moon. The normal type of crater formation on.
the moon, and especially of the newer ones, is a shallow de-
pression whose floor lies several kilometers below the level
7.
of the surrounding terrain.	 As a whole, the lunar crater is
not even representative of a mountain for, as Schroter first
demonstrated and H. Ebert confirmed in essence, the ejected
wall is only high enough to compenEtae for the depth of the
crater floor:	 if it is pured back in, it will just fill the
hole. These differences are not only very obvious in them-
selves but also seem to disagree completely with our concepts
of the nature and activity of volcanoes.
	
The loci of crup ,
tions of terrestrial magma hearths must by nature be moun-
tains, since new material comes out of the depths and is
deposited, be it in the form of flowing lava or foamy pumice
or powdered volcanic ash. Only in a few isola^ed cases
would an especially powerful explosion be capable of blowing
out earlier deposits to such an extent, and strewing them in
the more distant surroundings, that the volcano itself be-
comes a hole until normal activity resumes. 	 The typical
appearance of the lunar craters would immediately force us
toward the additional hypothesis that normal volcanic activ-
i`y on the moon must have been of a different type than on
earth. But this causes us to lose the solid ground of exper-
ience under our feet.
The problems are multiplied when we consider the cen-
tral peak. Even among earth volcanoes a few, such as Vesu-
vius, have a central peak.	 It demonstrates the reawakening
of activity and the reconstruction of the volcanic peak,
since long periods of rest have strongly eroded arid expanded
the original crater. Therefore, the central peak forms the
highest point of the entire volcano; at the top 4 it carries
the active crater, of the same size and shape as the usual
crater of normal volcanoes.	 On the moon, thQ relatively
much more frequent central peaks stand on the flat plane
of the ' sunken crater f 1 oors , e g hi ch is often hundreds of kilo-
meters in diameter, and never reach the height of the surround-
ing, supposedly older, circular wall, and in the center not
even the level of the outer terrain! Never has the assumed
crater opening been seen at the top of such a central peak.
If it does lie below the limits of visibility, its diameter
could hardly be more than 50 m. Thus, while we just had to
make the doubtful secondary hypothesis that the volcanic for-
ces on the moan produced dish-shaped pits of enormous dimen-
sions rather than mountains, we would now have to make fur-
ther side hypothesis that in the central peaks, on the con-
trary, only craters smaller than the ones on earth were pro-
duced.	 Here agian, we are forced away from comparison with
terrestrial volcanoes toward the visualization of processes
about which we have no experience. This means, however, that
we cannot support the volcanic hypothesis.
This becomes even more evident if we also compare the
sizes.	 If we make it clear to ourselves that, unlike the
earlier hypothesis, we are not dealing with the translation
of a laboratory experiment to other dimensions but with the
comparison of identical phenomena on two celestial bodies,
of which the moon is the smaller, we see that not only an
extensive agreement of shap( but also of sizes would be
8.
required, and even if we wanted to permit a systematic
O fference in size, it would have to be that the volcanoes
on the moon must be somewhat smaller than those on earth. 	 ._.
The dimensions of terrestrial volcanoes are not in-
considerable insofar as their mountainous configuration is
concerned.	 But precisely this is lacking on the moon. 	 The
terrestrial volcanic craters, on the other 'nand, are rarely
more than one or a few kilometers in diameter. 	 In very iso--
laced cases, such as the Askja in Island, diameters of 10 kin
or more do .)c.cur'. If we compare the size of the lunar cra-
ters with this, we arrive at absurdities, for here we see an
uninterrupted sequence of formations form the limits of visi-
bility up to the size of several hundred kilometers. The
typical and most evident formations are 50 to 200 km in dia-
meter. We present the end of this long series, according to
Franz', below:
Dia meter
F un^ nue	 .	 .	 . ^' +600
—360 124
1 l,oc; lides .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . ---154 -- 52 124
.Nil uro]Xcue.
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .
}
-^-14 —42 124
VC-f idonius .
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . +29 +32 124r; tbasorae.
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . — 63 —63 140
Alpbonsus .
	 .	 .	 .	 .
f
--3 --18 148
Eudrmion	 .	 ...	 .	 .	 .	 . ' +53 +54 146
Cendelinue .
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . +61 — I6 349
Clcomedes
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 4-57 +17 149
I3C11f8)UgIIault
	. +69 --80 1156
^t i^gler + 7 —42 158
Nlasinue .
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . 6 —50 158
Las►fircnu4 .
	 . '.	 P' +61 -- 8 158
Pidemfius
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,^ -- 2
— 9 161
Petavius	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . -}-59 —25 174.
Geu 4 	.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 f +79 +86 188
W. Humboldt.	 i +81 --27 189
—88
—52 192
Riccioll
	
.	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 . —76 -- 8 192
Ecbickard	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ; =— 54 —44 228
Clarius
--- lb —58 248
Grimaldi .
	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 i --07 — a 254
The	 following objects	 cannot be sepa rated fr om this.	 however:
Diameter>;m
Mare llumbr„di ianum . + bu” +600 '	 300
r ► ;to Struve — 75 +23 ^	 810
Builly	 . ;;	 — 70 —68 j	 810
n his study, "
imum 24 km) as
trial volcanic
have been en' sr
'J. Franz, Der
2nd Ed., p.75.
which is cited later, Gilbert gives 18 
kin
 
average diameter of the ten largest terres-
craters, but these are generally formations that
• ged by erosion.
Mond (The moon).
	 (From Natur and Geisteswelt,90),
Leipzig 1912.
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With this, however, we have already reached the dimen-
sions of Mare Crisium with a diameter of 450 to 550 km,
which, with its nearly circular rim mountains wi-wh a steep
inner drop and gentle outer slope, cannot possible be funda
mentally differentiated from the crater seas and circular
mountains. And thus, we have come to the greatest, appar-
ently insuperable problem of the volcanic hypothesis:	 Even
those maria which are surrounded by nearly circular rim
mountains, such as -- in addition to Mare Crisium -- the
700-km-diameter Mare Sereniitatis and Mare Imbrium with a dia-
mete..• of a littleth  over 1000 km, cannot be excluded from
this continuous sequence of features. 'they, too, are lunar
craters in a broad sense and must have originated in'^:basically
the same way as the others. The adherents of the volcanic
theory naturally object to this conclusion, but their ar-
guments are not convincing. 	 The lack of a central peak in
the seas, which v. Wolff emphasizes, cannot be used to con-
trast these with the actual lunar craters, since a large
number of the latter do not have central peaks.
	
Equally
invalid is the objection made by Franz that the circular
mountains of Mare Imbrium and Mare Serenitatis are not com
plete, since there are pear-shaped objects among the smaller
lunar craters, too, in which only one side of the circular
wall is developed (explained in the impact hypothesis by
very oblique impacts), whereas in the smaller Sinus Iridum
only that part of the circular wall exists which was located
on ;the solid crust while the rest, having originated in the
then liquid magma of Mare Imbrium, either did not develop or
was melted again later on. To show the gradual transition of
sizes, Fi g.2 presents the entire series of lunar craters
superimposed on one another. One would be playing hide'and
seek with the facts were he to split off the lowest of
these steps and attempt to explain their origin as basically
different form the tipper ones. 	 As mentioned above, E. Suess
did not dare do this even though he was a vulcanist but saw
that this forced him to displace the separation to a higher
portion of the column to be extended upward, where, of course,
there is even less motivation.
egener,The rig,n of the Lunar Craters.
V
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In my opinion, the above thought process is an ab-
solutely compelling one.	 There is no possibility of the
volcanic hypothesis being true to these facts since it
makes the assumption, which has been repeatedly rejected
already, that the volcanic forces on the moon have behaved
entirely different from those on earth.
We would be justified in breaking off the examination
of the volcanic hypothesis at this point, since what has
been said is more than enough to disprove it. 	 For the
sake of completeness, however, we shall take a brief look
at the distribution and frequency of the lunar craters and
the terrestrial volcanoes.
On the moon, a gross system in the order of craters is
recognizable.	 As Franz originally noted, the large seas,
in paeticular Mare Fecunditatis, Tranquillitatis, Sereni-
tatis, Imbrium, Oceanus Procellarum, Grimaldi, and Mare
Crisium are arranged in a belt which is inclined about 210
toward the present lunar equator and may have been an ear-
lier equatorial zone. At the polar caps of this equator-
ial zone, however, we have a multitude of smaller craters,
and the high albedo of these regions as well as their gen-
eral appearance indicate that the melting processes that
are so extensive in the mare areas are lacking here. 	 In
the order of the individual craters, on the other hand,
the irregularity c-oiphasized by many authors is prevalent,
in that the younger crater appear to be randomly scattered
over the ? der ones without the pre-existence of the latter
appearing ^,o influence their point of origin in any recog-
nizable way.
On earth, there is no known dependence of volcanic
formations on geographic latitude. The volcanoes of Alas-
ka (60 0 ) and of the Antarctic (77 0 ) are constructed the
same as the tropical volcanoes of India, South America,
and Africa. The great lava beds of Island, too, are dif-
ferent from those east of Abessinia below 10 0 latitude.
On the other hand, the positions of the individual ter-
restrial volcanoes absolutely do not present a picture of
random distribution. Of course, a newly forming volcano
is influenced in a broad sense by already existing older
formations, so that such a superimposition of craters as
on the moon does not occur.
	
But mostly, the terrestria
volcanoes are related to the zones of tectonic movement,
which is easily understandable, since -nly here do the
pressures appear which are capable of expelling the magma
sealed in by the lithosphere.
	 Thus, the volcanoes accom-
pany either the young fold-mountain zones of the Cordillera
system and the Alp-Himalaya system, or the fracture zone of
the central seas of West India to Lower India and those
of the Last-Asian continental rim. Currently, new con-
cepts are being formulated about the system of these tec-
tonic movemeni:s of the earth's crust as a result of the
geololgic discoveries about the enormous shifts of the
mountains in scale-like folds and the new geophysical
mono
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investigations -'of horizontal shifts of the continental
plateaus.'	 In these concepts, the continental plateaus
form the compressed remains of a lit h osphere which once
sRanned the entire earth, while the ocean floors already
show the sima-sphere, in which the continental masses
float, submerged up to 95%.
	
Iii this long process of a
continuous compression of the remains of the lithosphere,
the pressing out ol'`baryspheric enclosures in the form of
volcanic erupt;ions is a consistent accompanying phenoom-
enon.	 - Because of the much smaller size of the moon,
then, it is questionable that the lunar crust has under-
gone or is still undergoing such processes to a similar
extent.	 :!end, in fact, we know of nothing on the moon that
we can consider entirely parallel to the terrestrial con-
tinental masses and fold mountains.	 The lunar seas do
have a certain similarity to the deep-sea basins on earth,
and on the northwestern rim of Mare Imbrium we can actually
recognize a minor "continental shift" toward the interior
of the mare, but these processes play only a very subor-
dinate role on the moon. Therefore, according to what we
know today about the nature of volcanoes, it must at least
appear doubtful whether such formations can even be ex-
pected to occur on the moon.	 In no case, however, car the
literally enormous number of lunar craters be reconciled
with them in terms of our experience on earth. The lunar
surface is so covered with craters that it is questionable
whether there is any point there at all that did not at
some time, at least, lie in the interior of a crater.
While on earth the volcanoes in toto cover only a disappear-
ing fraction of the crust and, because of the small size of
their craters could be recognized only with difficulty if
at !01 by an astronomer placed on the moon even with the
largest telescope -- who knows whether such lunar astrono-
mers would even suspect the existence of terrestrial vol-
canoes!	 -- on the moon, the crater shape in all sizes up
to the giant dimensions of the seas is not only the most
frequent and typical surface feature, which identifies the
moon at a glance, but also nearly the only one!
I do not understand how, in comparing the moon with
a terrestrial globe, one can reach any other conclusion
than the following: The features are basically different;
thus their origin must also be different.	 The contrast is
such an obvious one that even the next generation will pro-
bably smile at our compulsive attempts to establish similar-
i ties.
TA. Wegener, The Origin of the Continents and the Oceans,
2nd Ed., Die Wissenschaft 66.	 Braunschweiz 1920.
F
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5. Versions of the Impacr Hypothesis to Date
The literature on the impacr hypothesis is considerable
if not very systematic.
In 1828, it was represented by the Munich astronomer
Gruithuisen' (see ref. on p.4), but in the writing:  of this
author other, fantastic explanations were also offered.
Althans noted that the impact points of artillery on
tank shields also formed crater-like holes and concluded
from this that the lunar surface was capable of forming
impacr critters even after solidification.'	 Shortly after
1840, he •^'I s said to have created an artificial impace cra-
ter with a central peak by tossing bullets into a mixtu;^e
consisting of a lime solution, cement, and plaster.' Alt-
hans seems to have believed that the central peak was caused
by recoil of the wave into the interior, an idea that ofter
recurs with later proponents of the impact theory but which
is refuted by experiments performed by the author that will
be discussed later.	 In 1839, Althans published a 'study in
which he also attempts to explain terrestrial circular moun-
tains, such as Bohemia, through impacr," a temptation to
which several representatives of the impact theory have
yielded.
In 1873, Proctor assumed the impact of meteoritic masses
on the then still hot and plactic lunar surface to be the
cause of the numerous small craters.5
The architect Meydenbauer illustrated, in 1877, the im-
pacr hypothesis with an experiment using powdered dextrin, on
which he poured a knife -tipful of the same material from a
slight height.
	 Occasionally, the small craters thus obtained
showed central peaks, co-Rc-erning whose origin, however, Mey-
denbauer did not offer an opinion.	 fie conceived of the lunar
surface as consisting of dust- or sand-like material and
assumed that agglomerations of the same material had fallen
on it.	 Strangely enough, he considered the maria to be melted
Gruithuisen, --"Selections for Earth and Space Science", Vol.2.
Munich 1829. --On the other hand, there is scarcely a mention of
the impacr hypothesis in Kant's General Natural History and The-
ory of the Ste, which is occasionally cited in this connection.
See also S.Gunther, The Origin o` the Science of the Meteoritic
Origin of the Terrestrial 2jy, S` tzunga6er. d. Bayer. Akad.
Wissensc ., math.—phys. K-1.,p.21 ff., 1908.
'K.L. Althans, Attempts to Ex lain the Peculiar Sha a of the
Lunar Surface.	 Gaea 27, 7 ff., 87 ff.	 cited according to S.
Gunther .
'Archenhold, Concerning the Origin of'the'Lunar Craters. Das
Wel tal l 18, 166- 7	 918.
'Althans, Bases for the Complete Transformation of Current Ge-
ology or Brief Desc rip tion of the Formation of the Terrestrial
B- od
	
Ear th Cr ust, 1839.
's-F.  Proctor, TheMoon. London 1873.
V
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masses of sulfur and phosphorus. 	 In a later treatment (1906)
he also made the daring attempt to apply the impact hypo-
thesis to terrestrial geology.' Meydenbauer's experiment was
later altered by Ahlsdorf 2 in that he used lycopodium powder,
on which he dropped elastic rubber or wollen missiles at dif-
ferent angles.
At the same time as Meydenbauer, and like him without
any knowledge about his predec%ssors, the architect August
Thiersch also supported the irrapact hypothesis in a work
which he published, together with his father, the professor
of theolohy Heinrich Thiersch, first in 1897 under the
pseudonym "Asterios," and in the second edition in 1883 under
his own name.' Thiersch assumes that Mare Imbrium was formed
by impact:	 "When a falling body of considerable dimensions
impacted, a tidal wave arose which broke open a large area
of the lunar crust and tossed the fragments onto the remain-
ing rim of the impact site." Concerning the type of impact-
ing material, he commented as follows:	 "As is still the case
with Saturn, the earth, too, to a lesser degree, could once
have had its lunar ring of small satellites. 	 In the course
of eons, the largest of these, our moon, would simply have
overwhelmed and incorporated its weaker companions."
Thiersch, too, like Gruithuisen, Althans, and Meydenbauer,
gave into the temptation of applying the impact hypothesis
to terrestrial mountain formations.
In 1892, the geologist Gilbert made a very readable in-
terpretation of the impact hypothesis. The volcanic hypothe-
sis is carefully investigated but is rejected. 	 The fusion
phenomena of the maria are caused by the development of heat
during the impact, the furrows by ejecta; the rays are in-
correctly considered to be due to splashed liquid. 	 The ex-
planation of central peaks on the basis of recoil is also not
tenable.	 Rilles are interpreted as breaks in the crust
caused by nearby large impacts.	 Gilbert, too, believes that
the moon was created from a ring of individual solid particles
which, like the ring of Saturn, once surrounded the earth.
If it were a matter of meteorites, then the majority of the
craters would not be circular but elliptical. 	 Computational
results by Woodward are reported here which are compared with
Gilbert"s own measurements of the ellipticity of 120 lunar
craters."
Pey en auer, Concerning the Fromation of the "Lunar Surface,
Sirius 10 (N.F.5) 1, 180 (1877) (contains only the description of
the experiment without figures). -The Structure of the Lunar Sur-
face, ibid. 15 (N.F.10)59-64 (1882), with figure. -Kant or Laplace:
Kosmologische Studie, Marburg (Elwert) 1880. -Coal, Potash, and
Petroleum, Heaven and Earth, p.390-401 (1906) (contains the illus-
tration for his experiment).
2 H. Ahlsdorf, Experimental Representations of Structures on the
LUnar Surfacr with Particular Attention to Details.Gaea 1898,p.35c=-
3 Heinrich W.J. Thiersch and August Thiersch, The Physiognomy of the
Moon. Attempt to interpret the latter in relation to the works of
Madler, Nasmyth, and Carpenter. 42 pp. Augsburg 1883.
'G.K.Gilber, The Moon's Face; a Study of the Origin of its Feature,.
Bulletin of the Phil. Soc of Washington 12,241-292(1892-1894); se
Geo hys.5,33ff. Leipzig 1894.
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E.H.L. Schwarz assumed that on earth, too, numerous im-
pacts have occurred, but the impact points as such are no
longer recognizeable.	 He based this concept on a single
observation of a lava mass amygdaloid-melaphyre) in South
Africa, which is apparently entirely surrounded by sediment
so that a fissure or pipe through with it could have risen
seems to be absent.
	 Schwarz therefore assumes that this
melaphyre mass and many other phenomena in earlier geologic.
times were created through impact form space -- an assump-
tion which, at least, in view of the impact experiments to
be discussed later, appears very doubtful.'
N.S. Shaler expanded further on Gilbert's assumption
in 1903, saying that during the impact considerable heat
must develop, so that the fusion traces that are recognize-
able in many places can at least in part be conceived of as
consequences of the impact. The liquefying of the inner
portion of the maria in particular can be explained in this
manner.2
At about the same time, Romanes demonstrated heating
du r ing impact -by shooting bullets against a lead plate,
and showed that the lead rim around the impact point glows
red for a short time as a result. 	 Like various other ad-
herents of the impact hypothesis, he refutes the objection
against this hypothesis that the earth would have to show
similar phenomena in an incorrect manner on the basis of
the protection of the elastic atmosphere. 	 But this-pro-
tection is effective only for small bodies.
	
Bodies of the
size required for the creation of lunar craters would not
be significantly impeded by the earth atmosphere, as can
easily be comp y,-vended if one considers that the atmosphere
comprises only a very thin layer on earth. Furthermore,
Meteor Crater in Arizon demonstrates very clearly the in-
correctness of Romanes' observation. Romanes believed the
ray systems to be dust, but to explain the high albedo he
made the unnecessary assumption that it was crystalline.'
In 1907, H. Martus, the well known author of "Astro-
nomical Geography," presented a new concept of the impact
hypothesis.	 Li!:e Gilbert, he started with the idea that
the lunar craters, if they originated through impact, cannot
all be circular, making the undoubtedly inappropriate assump-
tion that the diameter of the lunar crater corresponds ex-
actly to that of the impacting body. He tested this question
TL fi.L. Sc wfi arz, The Probability of Lame Meteorites 
-
Havin g
Fallen Upon the Earth.	 Journ. of Geology 17, 124 ff.(after S.
Gunther).
2 N.S. Shaler, A Comparison of the Features of the Earth and
the Moon. Smiths. Contributions to Knowledge 34, No.1438. Wash-
ingt on^i_903 (after S. Gunther).
'According to a reference in Tagl. Rundschau or December 2, 1904.
Unfortunately, I am not acquainted with the original work.
'H. Martus, The Shapes of the Circular Mountains of the Moon are
Indication of Its Origin. Das^ a tal- 8. 73 (1907/8).  - Tie —Ori Or gin
of the Planets, Dresden 1909 (discussed by C. Schoy in Gaea 45,
555 ff.).
I
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by measuring numerous craters using Neison's lunar chart,
and came up with the astonishing result that only the 'lunar
craters in the center of the visible moon disc are circular,
becoming increasingly more oval toward the rim, with the
major axis always directed toward the center of the lunar
disc.	 It is natural to assume that this result is simulated
by the fact that on Neison's chart the rim craters were not
drawn with sufficient perspective.
	
Martus himself admits
this error for the formations at the outermost rim and there-
fore excludes them from the observation: "They were probably
drawn with favorable libration. 	 If then, in entering them on
the chart, the diameter of the drawn ellipse is not reduced
quite so much for the far eastern or western ones as it must
be in the central moon locations, then the determination of
lengths from the chart will be erroneous..."
	
In my opinion,
however, Martus' calculations do not carry the conviction
that the same systematic error does not extend throughout the
Neison Chart, which would be a much simpler explanation of the
result than Martus was able to provide.
Like Gilbert, Martus interprets the ray systems, as ma-
terial that was liquefied aild splashed through the impact,
then became crystallized and reflects the sunlight in reflect-
ing crystal planes, which is very improbable, since lapilli
and lava flovis show no such crystal planes and, in contrast
to the ray systems, have a low alhedol
The vulcanologist Oohnston-Lavis concluded in 1913 that
the volcanic theory becomes°progressively more improbable
the more accurately the terrestrial volcanoes are compared
with the lunar craters, and became an adherent of the impact
hypothesis.	 He considers the ray !,:ystems to be cracks, in
which we do not concur.'
The literature on the impact hypothesis is by no means
exhausted by the above-mentioned works.' A complete compil-
ation would be difficult because of its diffuse nature and
would require more extensive historic investigations than
were intended.here.
6. My Own Tests of the Impact Hypothesis
From the literature cited above, the great uncertainty
with which the concept of the specific impact process is still
associated, and which is the cause of the frequent false steps
and contradictory opinions, is clearly evident. 	 It can be
traced back to the nearly complete lack of experience con-
cerning the processes occurring during impact and the result-
ing formations, The few experiments that have thus far been
performed in this area are quite unsystematic and hardly serve
to support the hypothesis. To remedy this situation, I made
a systematic series of experiments in winter 1918/19 at the
Physics Institute in Marburg, the results o3 which I shall
briefly report in the following paragraphs.
'H.J. Johnston-havis, Systems of Rays on the Moon's Surface. Nature-:
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2 Sce, too, is said to have declared himself for this hypo-
thesis.
	
Unfortunately, Ihave not come across his work con-
cerning it thus far„
-g A. Wegener, Experiments on the Impact Theory of the Lunar
Craters,	 Nova Acta.	 Abh, d. 1._eop.-Carol. Deutsch. Akad., d.
Nat„urf.	 106, No.2, 107-117.	 Halle 1920. -The Impact Hypo-
thesis of Lunar Craters, Sirius 53, 189-194 (1920).
I used powdered cement as the material, both for the
^-	 - groundmass and for the impacting mass.	 The use of such a
loosely cohesive powder appears desirable be CaUSC the impact
was produced manually, and thus the vital furce of the impact-
ing body was consi;nrably reduced with respect to the pro-
cesses on the moon.	 If similar results are desired in spite
of this, then obviously the molecular force of the rock's
tensile strength overcome by this vital force up to the limit
of the crater must be reduced proportionately. Therefore,
one must not conclude form my experiments that the lunar Sur-
face consists of powdered material; rather, the powder in
the experiment corresponds to solid rocks on the moon on
the same 'type as terrestrial rocks. Cement was particularly
advantageous because the crater obtained could then be fixed
without changing its shape by carefully moistening the sur-
face with water and, the next day, when it had hardened, sat-
urating the whole thing with water. A tablespoon was always
used to toss the dust mass; most craters were produced with
about half a tablespoonful of dust, the larges
	 12 cm in
diameter, with a heaping tablespoonful. When the ground-
mass o^ras too solidly compressed, no crater was produced.
However, if it was loose enough, a crater-li ke depression
always appeared. At first, I obtained only craters without
central peaks in this manner, but finally, good central
peaks occurred in experiments in which the groundmass hap-
pened to be in very flat paper boxes and was therefore only
k to 1 cm thick.	 This led to the important finding that a
central peak always developed when the thickness of the ground-
mass was no greater than about 1/10 of the crater diameter.
Since these thin pieces of cement gene ally cracked when they
hardened, a several-centimeter-thick layer of cement powder
was placed on the bottom, pressed hard with the aid of a
piece of paper, and then behaved like a solid foundation.
Over this, as the actual groundmass, the 12 cm thick 'loose
layer was spread. With such a groundmass, a series of cra-
ters wi th central peaks were obtained, which, as Fig.3 and
Table I show, are very similar to lunar craters even at first
glance.
To test this
such craters with
sulting in the fo
meter d, ri ngwal l
tral peak z, with
area (all entries
similarity numerically, the profiles of lE
central peaks were carefully measure, y e-
llowing values (see Table below) for dia-
height w, the crater floor b, and the cen-
respect to the level of the surrounding
in millimeters).
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The magnitudes given	 in	 the table of the crater depth
T=w	 - b,	 the height of the	 central peak h=z - b,	 as well
as	 the	 ratio of the crater depth to the wall height T/wt
the	 diameter to the crater depth d/T, and the crater depth
to	 the	 height of the central	 peak T/h, are derived from theaw left	 columns. The whole	 series	 is divided inot two groups
according	 to crater size;	 the	 highest value in each column
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is printed in bold face type, the lowest is indicated by *.
The average values and the numbers for the ;text-to-the-
last crater (the one shown in Fig.3 and 4) are presented in
the form cf profiles in Fig.l.
Let us now compare these numbers with those compiled by
H. Ebert for 92 lunar craters (33 of these without central
peaks, 40 with central peaks that have not been measured,
and 19 with measured central peaks).
The ratio of diameter to crater depth d/T is 6.2 for the
total average of our experimental series, a little less for
the smaller craters of 53-mm average diameter - i.e., 5.6 -
somewhat larger for the larger ones of 82-mm diameter - i.e.,
6.9. The value 7 is exceeded seven times; the maximum value
9. Ebert, The Circular Mountains of the Moon. Sitzungsber. d.
physik.-med. Soc. Erlangen 1890, p.171-191.
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is 10.3.	 For lunar craters, 7 is the lowest value for this
ratio, in nine rases it is below 10, and the most frequent
value is 1'7.The highest value for this ratio there is 70;
however, such high values are obtained only for crater seas
or those circular mountains whose crater depth has been re-
duced considerably by being filled up with lava.
	
Such fea-
tures shoving evidence of melting can naturally not be com-
pared without experimental craters.
	 This peculiarity of the
large lunar craters is also characterized by the rule dis-
covered	 ay Ebert that their crater depth lies at a constant
value of 3.5 km regardless of their size, which apparently
corresponds to the isostatic difference in altitude between
the solid lunar crust and the (once) liquid lava level, sim-
ilar to the difference in levels between continental masses
and ocean floors on earth. 	 For the smaller lunar craters,
which were not filled up with lava, our experiments show
satisfactory agreement; in particular, the ratio d/T in-
creases on the moon, too, with the size of the craters.'
The agreement in the remaining experimental values is
even better.
	 For the ratio of crater depth to vial`s height
T/w, which, of course, is always <1 for terrestrial volcan-
oes, our experimental craters yield 2.7, whereas Ebert cites
2 to 3 for the lunar craters.	 In our case, the values vary
between 1.6 and 5.5, on the moon between 1.1 and 4.4.
The ratio of crater depth to altitude of the central
peak T/h in our experiments is equal to 3.3, i.e., the cen-
tral peak rises only to the lowest third of the crater depth.
Ebert finds this ratio to be 2.9 on the moon. The individual
values vary in our case between 1.8 and 6.4, on the moon be-
tween 1.5 and 9.4. In both cases, however, the central peak
never attains the altitude of the wall and exceeds the level
of the surrounding terrain in G cases on the moon (below 191
and in 3 cases (below 18) in our experiments, while its top
remains considerably below this level in both instances.
Ebert's observation, "the central peak therefore does not
always end below the average level of the lunar terrain, as
was assumed before" (cf. Schmidt, Der Mwnd, p.60) is thus
equally valid for the experimental craters.
To evaluate these nearly complete numericl agreements
properly, it is important to note that the experiments were
performed without knowledge of Ebert's figures and that the
latter were used only after the final conclusion.	 Under
these circ r stances, the experiments cinstitute a firm sup-
port for tt concept that the lunar craters were created by
impact.
'Ebert finas iT to be equal to 10 craters of less than 28-km
diameter, 20 for those between 28 and 90, 32 for those be-
tween 90 and 120, and 40 for those with diameters over 120 km.
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A series of special experiments was designed in addition
to clarify the disposition of the mass being ejected and the
structure of the central peak.	 For this purpose, powdered
plaster was used for the impacting body, which was Iasi ly dis-
tinguishable from the dray cement powder of the groundmass.
In the craters thus obtained, the plaster covered the entire
interior with an even, thin layer up to the height of the
ringwall crest.
	
The ringwall itself consisted of the cement
that had been pushed radiall ,/ outward; the plaster layer cov-
ered only its inner slope and broke off at the top, which in-
dicated that the ringwall was higher when it first developed
but that its upper portion had been thrown outward. This
was confirmed by numerous individual pieces of plaster which
were lying far beyond the crater, stuck to larger cement
blocks.
	
These conditions explain why in impact craters the
mass excess of the ringwall is generally equal to the mass
deficit of the crater, as was already determined by Schroter
for the lunar craters.
Because it is spread in a thin layer, the impacting mass
plays only a minor role and is approximately compensated for
the ejecta.	 Depending on the predominance of one or the other,
which would, among other things be a function of the impact
velocity, either the excess or the deficit can be the greater.
Ebert's opinion that the more frequent occurrence of a pre-
dominance of the deficity is a strong objection to the impact
hyputhesis is therefore without validity. He found that
among the 92 lunar craters, the excess predominated in 28 and
the deficit in 64.
	
I would doubt that any conclusion can be
drawn from this other than that excess and deficit approximate-
ly offset each other, as is to be expected in the impact hypo-
thesis.
The experiments also gave clues to the structure of the
central peak. When a few experimertal craters of the type
last described were cut ipen, it was seen that the plaster
layer in the interior of the craters was of nearly uniform
thickness throughout; in particular, it was only slightly
thicker on the cetitral peak.	 The latter was formed not only
from the material of the impacting body but also contained
cement form the groundmass, and was merely covered by a plas••
ter layer. Further experiments in which a cinnabar layer was
placed between the two groundmass layers, showed that only
the loose top layer of the groundmass but not the lower, com-
pressed cement layer took part in its formation (see Fig.5,
Table II). The cinnabar layer remained undisturbed below the
central peak.	 In the ring-shaped deepest portion of the cra-
ters, however, the loose top layer was gone, so that here plas-
ter lay directly o , cinnabar.	 Accordingly, we can get a clear
picture of the development of the central peal:: The vertically
falling mass loses its cohesiveness during the impact; its
particles are radially accelerated and remove the loose portion
of the groundmass entirely in the ring-shaped region of the
greatest crater depth; the conical central peak, however, con-
sists of that portion of this loose layer which, because of
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its central position, does not experience radial accelera-
tion but only compression. This makes it easily understand-
able why the central peak remains even below the level of the
surrounding terrain on the average, for it is modeled -
poured.	 Thus, an,important characteristic of the lunar cra-
ters, which we reproduced exactly in our experiments, is ex-
plained.
The experimentally determined condition for the forma-
tion of a central peak - that is, a rnore solid base - which
is already fulfilled by the deepest part of the crater, is
now comprehensible.
	
If such a base is lacking, the central
portion of the groundmass being impacted is able to move
downY,!drd.	 This explains the lack of central peaks in 10nar
craters in which the crust was penetrated, namely, in crater
seas and the mania themselves, because there no solid base
existed.	 Even in the seas, on the other hand, later craters
that were formed after the lava; , masses had completely solidi-
fied show central peaks.
The experiments also demonstrated other phenomena that
may be considered confirmations of the impact theory. Occa-
sionally, a central chain rather than a simple central cone
was created, apparently through a separation of the falling
mass.	 In these cases, the traces in the environinent of the
:rater clearly indicated that the ejecta perpendicular to
the central chain were larger than in the strike direction,
so that the entire feature had a bipolar arrangement as
shown in Fig. 5:
	
in the direction of the central chain, the
cohcentric ringwall structure was dominant; perpendicular to
it, the radial structure of the ejecta rays. 	 Figure 6 shows
one of these craters, which I also noticed only after the
completion of the experiments. The same phenomenon is known
to occur in the lunar crater Copernicus, where an east-west
tending central chain exists, and the radial structure pre-
dominates north and south and the concentric structure east
and west.
A series
	
of experiments were also made with 	 a	 viscous
cement mixture,	 with	 the	 same material	 being	 used	 for the	 im-
pacting body.	 Among the	 craters	 obtained there were	 a	 few
with	 a	 particular	 similarity	 to	 the	 lunar	 crater Archimedes.
Hers:,	 too,	 the	 ringwall	 was	 double	 and	 consisted,	 as	 we were
able	 to	 determine,	 of material	 form the	 impacting body which
covered	 the	 entire	 interior of the crater and	 ended	 in	 the
form of	 the	 inner	 ringwall.	 The	 outer	 ringwall,	 on	 the	 other
hand,	 consisted	 of	 t ► ie	 groundmass	 material	 that had been	 pushed
aside.	 Nothing was	 e
-
jected	 in	 this	 Lase.	 These	 experiments
appear	 to confirm the	 already obvious	 assumption that	 the	 cre-
ter Archimedes
	
originated at
	 a	 time when	 Mare	 Imbrium had not
completely sol:idified.
	
Furthermore,	 we	 could	 produce	 pear , -
; shaped	 craters	 in, the	 sarne	 material	 by	 very	 of ique	 impacts,
as well	 as	 crater chains	 and	 graben	 by	 spattering	 from a	 spoon,
r
all	 of which	 had	 great	 similarity	 to	 the	 corresponding	 forma-
. N.
tions	 on	 the1unar surface.
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To imitate  the dust rays of the ray systems, half  a
tablespoonful of powdered plaster was thrown onto a piece
of black cardboard lying on the floor. The plaster rays that
often reached as far as 2 m then arranged themselves in the
form of a ray system very similar to the lunar formations,
as presented in Fi q. 0 7.	 Of course, no crater could fora in
this case, but the occurrence of stron ejections of this
kind has already been demonstrated in the other experiments'.
-	 7.	 Meteor Crater in Arizona
Our experience with impact craters has recently been
enlarged in another direction as well, namely, by the in-
creasingly intensive study of a peculiar, crater-shaped for-
mation in the northern part of Central Arizona, the so-called
Coon Butte.	 Since the first explicity description by A.E.
Foote' in 1891, quite a voluminous literature about this ob-
ject has developed in American, geology, and the subject has
been particularly well developed by Barringer 2 and G.P. Merill.3
The diameter of the crater is 1150 m, the altitude of
the wall above the surrounding terrain 40 to 50 m, and the
crater depth 170 m, so that the flat crater floor lies 125 m
below the level of the environs. 	 Figure 1 reproduces the
approximate profile of this crater. The partially almost ver•-
tical inner drop of the ringwall and drilling to be described
later indicated that the ground in the environment of the
crater consists at the top of a 50-m-thick layer of red sand-
stone, below that an 80-m-thick layer of limestone, and below
this again of an enormous layer, at least 300 m thick, of
white sandstone, all in an undisturbed horizontal position.
In the crater wall, on theother hand, these layers are tipped
up and pressed outward from the center. Numerous fragments
of sand and limestone have been ejected to distances up
to 6 1  km, generally decreasing in size with increasing
distance. Up to a distance of 1 km, blocks 20 to 30 m across
can still be found. Among the ejected material, and inthe
interior of the crater, too, great masses of powdered sand-
stone are found. This "stone meal" makes up about 15 to 20%
of tr°z ejected masses. 	 In the interior of the crater, insiq-
nific,ant traces of fusion can also be found on tha rocks.
1 Am.bourn. of Sc. 1891, p. 41 3.
2 D.M.	 Barringer,	 Meteor Crater	 in	 Northern Central Arizona
JRef.
	
Am.	 Journ.	 of 	 c. 1910,	 p.427).
Quarterly	 Issue	 of the Smithsonian	 Miscellaneous Contri-
butions	 Vol.I,	 Jan.	 1908, p.461-498. See	 also	 Am. Journ,	 of
Sc.	 1908,	 p.265;	 p.335; 1915,	 p.482.	 - A short German descrip-
tion,	 in which	 several photographs	 are reproduced, is	 found
in	 L.	 Waagen,	 Unsere	 Erde, Munich	 o.J., p.55	 ff.
r
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T h e
a_.	 .^
	 a,.geologists have naturflTy h -esita-ted `to declare this}--
crater an impact crater rather than volcanic in origin.
However, coincidence has seen to it that not a trace of
volcanic rocks occurs anywhere and that none was found
during drilling in the Interior of the crater; on the con-
trary, during the drilling of a fracture zone, horizon-
tally layered sandstone was encountered.	 Besides, numerous
findings of meteoric iron have been made in the crater and
its vicinity since 1866.	 Some of these iron pieces weith
more than 500 kg.	 In addition to irregular pieces, which
are the most frequent, scaly iron spheres weighing up to
_	 20 kg occur which by their form seem to indicate  that they
are lapilli-like drops`of iron. 	 Even in the drilled frac-
ture zone of the crater floor meteoric iron pieces were
found to a depth of 200 m. The total amount-of the meteoric
iron pieces collected thus -,far is about 15,000 kg.
Under these circumatances, the assumption of volcanic
forces must be given up, and today there is agreement that
this is an impact crater that was produced by a large iron
meteorite or even a swarm of such meteorite fragments. The
diameter of the meteorite 4 s estimated at 150 to 200 m.
Because it was hoped that aneven larger, technically
valuable iron mass might be found at the bottom, 28 drill-
ings were made in the central portion of the crater, some
of them to a depth of up to :300 m. The results have already
been mentioned. The hoped-for iron mass was not found, and
the assumption expressed by some authors that the impact
was oblique and the iron mass might lie below the southern
portion of the ringwall appears improbable, too, since our
experiments show that the impacting mass has the tendency
to spread superficially. Magnetic observations that were
used to facilitate a decision also gave no indication of
the existence of such a larger iron mass.
The time of origin of the crater cannot be determined
with certainty, but the lack of sizeable erosion phenomena
appears to indicate that it is scarcely more than a few
thousand years old.	 It has been reported that among the
Indians in that re g ion there are still legends about the
event that have been handed down.
The significance of this, thus far unique, natural
phenomenon for the problem of the lunar craters cannot be
overestimated. - The ease with which the impacting meteorite
overcame the molecular cohesion of the limestone and the
only slightly less cohesive sandstone justifies our earlier
observations and the choice of powdered materials in our
experiments. The fact that no central peak was formed
agrees with our experimental experience; the more solid
limestone was penetrated smoothly, but below it was the
soft sandstone. Thus, the solid base necessary for a cen-
tral peak was lacking.
It is improbable that this meteorite crater is the only
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one on earth. The massive occurrence of several volcanic
glasses, such as moldavite in certain tertiary layers in
Bohemia and Moravia, australite in Australia, and others,
seems to indicate that similar major meteorite impacts
have occurred repeatedly, at least in earlier geologic
times.	 It remains to be seen whether geologists will
succeed in identifying these old impact craters, which
may have been made unrecognizable by erosion. The broad
assumptions made by some proponents of the impact hypo-
thesis -in this direction do seem premature in view , of the
present stat , of our knowledge about mountain formation.
But we can hardly ignore the fact that such impacts have
played a considerably smaller role on earth than on the
moon, where they appear to be practically the only moun-
tain-forming factor.
8. Summ,aja
In the above, we have arrived at the result in a purely
morphologic-empirical manner, that the typical lunar cra-
ters are best inerpreted as impact craters. We shall now
examine the question of what the nature of the impacting
bodies might have been, and why the earth has so few such
traces. To do so we , must again summarize the impact hypo-
thesis as we see it.
4.	 According to Landerer's measurements', the polarizatoin
angle o'f the dark mare surfaces is 33 0 17' ±-7' and therefore
agrees most (.'icsely with the volcanic glasses obsidian (33046')
and vitrophyre (33 0 18'), and also with the meteoritic mold-
avite (33 0 43'). We must draw the conclusion from this that
the lunar surface consists basically of dark, volcanic glass
which light rays can penetrate only to a slight depth. The
locations with high albedo can be explained by fragmentation
or srosion, whether it be that the fragments lie loosely on
top of one another or that they have again solidified as clas-
tic sedimental rock.	 It is well known how much the albedo
of all glassy rocks is increased by fragmenting or even
pulverizing the material. An experiment performed by H. Ebert
with a glass block illuminated at different angles, whose sur-
face he had partially covered with glass powder', showed the
phenomenon °.'hick we know to occur on the moon -- tHat the al-
bedo differences were extraordinarily great during perpendi-
cular illuminat ion, while they progressively disappeared the
^ J. Candeer-er, The solarization Angle of the Moon, Compt. rend,
109,360-362 (1889), II. -The Polarization Angle of Igneous Rocks.
and the First Selenologicai Deductions Concerning It. 	 ibid.
III. 210-212 (1890), II.
'H. Ebert, Contribution to the Physics of the Lunar Surface,
Sitzungsber. d. Bayer. Akad. d. Wissensch., math.-phys. K1.,
38 9 150-180 (1908).
F
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more oblique the radiation. The ray systems can therefore
be explained simply as pulverized material, which during
impact was spread over the lunar surface.
	
Since the movement
of these dust rays consists of falling motions and radial
expansion, abnormally large deposits will be made on the
fromt of any mountainous feature they encounter, and abnor-
mally small ones on the back. 	 This is distinctly visible
in the case of the long ray which, starting from the cra-
ter Tycho, crosses Mare Serenitatis.
	 Before it enters the
latter, it must cross the Naemus mountain chain, and one ran
actually see a considerable increase of the ray on the south-
ern slope of this mountain, while at the north side of the
crater Menelaus it is missing entirely and only becomes
visible again some distance from Naemus on the dark surface
of the )^ii,re.	 In accounting for the amazingly great exten-
sion of these dust rays, one must, of course, not forget the
strong curvature of the lunar surface, which causes the tan-
gent to the surface to be very short, while,-on the other
hand, the gravitational constart on the moon is only 1/6
that of the earth.
The craters with dark interiors, and especially also the
crater seas and the walled maria, show that the solid crust
was broken here and the interior filled with liquid lava,
which later solidified. 	 In the larger features of this type,
therfore, as Ebert found, the crater depth is a constant 3.5
km. The "veins" seem to be the borders of new lava flows.
The wall-less seas are lava floods, whose connection with
impacts can probably no longer be discerned. 	 In any case,
the lava has partially flowed across an existing solid'crust
with impact traces, as the "sunken" craters discovered by
Loewy and Puiseyux seem to indicate. 	 Sinus Iridum origin-
ated during an impact at a time when the surface of Mare
Imbrium wa y still liquid; during the for-ation of Archimedes,
it was still viscous enough so that no pulverization occurred;
at the time of Aristill's origin, however, it was completely
solidified, so that a central peak formed and dust rays were
ejected.	 The Mack of an eastern wall of Mare I,nbrium can be
explained either by oblique impact or, analogously to Sinus
Iridum, by excessive liquefying of the mass. 	 As E. Sue:;s
already noted, in the northwest of this mare, a portion of
the ringwail with a cl ock adhering to the outside broke loose
and shifted to a considerable extent toward the center of the
mare.	 --If desired, one can call these fusion processes
volcanic and thus declare the hypothesis of the origin of
lunar craters proposed here to be a combination of the vol-
canic, and impact hypothesis; however, It must not be for-
gotten that -- as we shall explain below -- the high temper-
atures that occur were probably caused by the impacts themselves.
In the polar caps of the mare zone, no traces of melt-
ing are discernigle. The rocks here have been fragmented
more and more by constant new impacts of average-size masses
and may hve a sedimentary structure. The albedo is there-
fore very high (see Fig.9 in Table III). 	 Thus, we must assume
u^ h d F5u1e	 _
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a zonal temperature distribution on the moon, too, with the
warmest zone being the apparent earlier equatorial zone of
the maria (today inclined about 21 0 toward the lunar equator)
and the coldest its poles.	 Solar radiation, which today is
the only factor that controls the temperature distribution
on earth, may well have contributed to this distribution on
the moon.	 However, the enormous impact traces on Mare Crisium,
Mare Serenitatis, and Mare Imbrium appear to indicate that the
high temperature of this zone on the moon was caused principally
by the fact that so many large masses impacted there.
Pear-shaped craters such as Censorinus north of Theophilus
are explained in the impact hypothesis by oblique impact, fur-
rows by strafing, and crater chains by the impact of a swarm of
discrete solid bodies which was transformed into a chain by
the gravitational attraction of the moon. The same is true for
twin craters.	 The similar northeast-southwest direction of the
crater chains and furrows between Tycho and Mare Tranquillitatis
that I noted earlier' can be explained by the simultaneous im-
pact of an extensive swarm of small bodies, unless Gilbert is
correct in assuming they were ejecta from the origin of Mare
Imbrium'. There is no reason to deny categorically the oc-
curence of true volcanoes on the moon. However, thus far no
proof of their existence has been provided. 	 It would have to
be assumed that they are relatively rare and smaller than ter-
restrial graben, even though the borders of the fractures in
the latter only rarely remain intact as they regularly do on
the moon. Whether they were produced by increases in volume
during large impacts or by rapid cooling by radiation remains
in question.
We have now come to the question of the nature of the im-
pacting bodies.	 The answer to this question must simultaneously
provide information about the other one of why the earth has
incomparably fewer imp a ct traces.
We must clearly understand that we are exceeding th !3. limits
of the basic impact hypothesis with these questions. One could
well justify the contention that, for purely morphological
reasons, we would have to accept the impact hypothesis even if
it is not yet possible for us to define the nature of the im-
pacting bodies.
	
In any case, we Tius l^ emphasize this:	 even if
our deliberations concerning the latter question turn out to be
inappropriate, the probability of the impact hypothesis will
not be basically affected, for the proof for it is not specu-
lative but is based on empirical morphology.	 w
'Wegener, Experiments on the Impact Theory of the Lunar Craters,
Nova Acta. Abhandl. d. Leop.-Carol. Deutsch. Akad, d. Naturf.
106, No. 2, p. 111, Note.	 Halle 1920.
'According to Gilbert (elsewhere), Mare Imbrium is surrounded
by a radial ridge structure which occupies nearly half the lunar
disc.	 Parts of it have been described by Beer and Madler as
well as Neison.
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Meanwhile,	 the	 lunar	 surface	 itself	 gives	 us	 certain
hints,	 even	 about	 the	 question	 of	 the	 nature	 of	 the	 impacting
bodies,	 that we	 cannot	 ignore.
The apparent
	
confinement	 of	 the	 largest	 impact	 traces	 to
the	 presumably earlier
	
eq-atorial
	 zone	 of	 the	 maria	 seems	 to
Indicate	 that	 the	 trajectories
	 of	 the	 impacting	 bodies	 were
not	 in	 random order	 but	 lay	 predominantly	 in	 one	 principal
plane.	 It	 is	 reasonable	 to	 assume	 that	 this	 principal	 plane,
was	 identical
	 with	 the	 ecliptic	 and	 the	 impacting	 bodies,
therefore,	 belonged	 to	 our	 solar	 system.	 This	 excludes	 the
meteorite	 hypothesis,
	
since
	 the	 meteorites,	 so	 far	 as	 we	 know
today,	 have	 hyperbolic	 trajectories	 and,	 therefore,	 do	 not
belong	 to	 the	 solar system but
	
rather	 seem	 to be	 part	 of the
fixed	 star	 streams.	 A conclusion	 to	 be	 drawn	 from this	 that
is	 significant
	 in	 terms
	
of	 the	 impact	 process	 itself	 is	 that
the	 impact	 velocity can	 only have	 been	 a	 few	 kilometers	 per
second	 in	 that
	 case,	 since	 one	 cannot	 assume	 too	 much	 excentri-
city	 for	 the	 orbits
	 of	 the	 impacting	 bodies.	 This	 relatively
low	 velocity	 simplifies	 the	 explanation	 of	 the	 crater	 shapes,
as-Gilbert	 already	 noted,	 for	 the	 lower	 it	 is,	 the	 more	 the
acceleration	 caused by	 the	 attraction	 of the	 moon	 itself	 is
emphasized,	 and	 the	 closer	 to	 vertical	 will	 the	 impact	 direction
be with	 respect	 to	 the	 lunar	 surface.	 Thus,	 we	 have	 an	 ex^
planation	 for	 the	 strong	 predominance	 of	 the	 symmetrical,
circular	 structure
	 of	 the	 lunar	 craters.
Secondly,	 it	 is	 immediatly	 evident	 that	 in	 the	 zone	 of	 the
largest	 impacts	 the	 highest	 temperatures	 existed	 and	 that	 this
heat	 was	 then	 radiated	 into
	
space	 during	 the	 time	 of	 the	 last
crater	 formations.	 These	 conditions
	
support
	
Gilbert's	 assump-
tion	 that	 the	 heat	 itself was	 created by	 the	 impacts	 and that
consequently,
	 before
	
the	 origin	 of	 the	 impact	 traces	 that are
now	 visible,	 many more
	 numerous	 and	 frequent	 impacts	 occured,
causing	 the	 high	 temperature	 of the	 moon,	 but	 that
	
it	 decreased
again	 during the
	 epoch	 in which	 the	 present	 craters were created.
What we see	 on	 the moon,	 therefore,	 are	 only the	 traces	 of the
cessation	 of a	 process	 which	 in	 earleir times	 took	 place	 to	 a
much	 greater extent and with	 greater	 frequency.	 These	 latest
A traces	 are
	
so	 large	 that we	 must	 assume	 that	 the	 lunar mass	 has
already been	 significantly	 enlarged	 by	 them.	 Therefore,	 we	 are
forced	 to	 draw'the	 conclusion	 that	 this	 process	 concerns	 the
formation	 of	 the	 moon	 itself,	 i.e.,	 that	 the moon	 was	 created
through	 the	 collapse	 of a	 large	 number	 of discrete	 solid bodies
which	 circled	 the	 sun'	 in	 adjoining	 orbits.	 This	 collection
process
	
probably began
	
slowly,	 then
	
had	 a	 certain	 peak	 period,
since	 the	 number of	 available	 bodies	 was	 still	 very	 large	 but
the	 gravity of the
	
growing moon	 attracted them more and more
rapidly,	 and	 later,	 with	 the	 availbale	 bodies	 being	 used	 up,
gradually	 died	 down.	 During	 the	 peak	 period,	 the	 impacts	 fol-
lowed each	 other so
	
rapidly	 that	 the heat
	
produced	 during	 im-
pact could	 not
	
be	 radiated	 into	 space	 at	 the	 same	 rate,	 and	 the
temperature	 of the	 moon	 increased	 --	 at	 least	 in	 the	 principal
The
	 present
	 lunar	 orbit	 could be	 considered	 an	 orbit about
;t' the	 sun.	 It	 is	 never	 convex with	 repect	 to	 the	 latter.
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impact zone and perhaps everywhere -- above the melting point
of stone.	 But, during the last phase of the impact process,
the loss through radiation predominated to such a degree that
when the last impacts took place even the oceans had solidi-
fied completely.
We can thus resort to experience in making the assumption
that the impacting bodies belonged to the solar system and that
the whole impact phenomenon is related to the formation of the
moon.	 I do not, however, see any basis for drawing further
conclusions.	 It might well be that before their consolida-
tion, the particles formed a ring around the earth similar to
the rings of Saturn. This would conveniently get rid of the
problem of why the earth is not covered in equal measure with
impact traces.	 But, it could just as well be that these par-
ticles had independent orbits about the sun that did not de-
viate greatly from that of the earth, for one could imagine
the earth to have originated in the same way; the material of
the earth and of the moon would then have formed a single ring
around the sun, similar to the ring of the small planets only
with much denser mass.	 When the collection process began, then,
two planets would have formed instead of one, the smaller of
which would later have been captured by the larger. Thus, one
could consider the earth moon as having been captured like the
moons of other planets, which would be in line with the claims
made by several astronomers. On the much larger
earth, which is, in addition, protected against radiation by
an atmosphere, the impacts would have had to produce a much
higher temperature which was maintained for a much longer time,
so that here, too, the dying out of the impact process would
still have fallen into the red-hot phase of the development of
the earth and could leave no traces. -- It would be premature
to try to come to a decision about these assumptions. What is
important is only that the almost complete absence of large
impact craters on earth can under no circumstances be used as
an argument against the impact hypothesis of the lunar craters.
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